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The Nigerian rice market is the largest in Africa and growing year on year with
untapped domestic potential to meet these market needs
Growth in rice consumption in Nigeria

With Nigeria’s substantial population, the demand
for rice is significant and growing
• Nigeria currently has a per capita rice consumption
of 33 kg and c.US $5-6Bn demand domestically –
the highest in Africa and growing year on year
• Rice consumption doubled from 2008 to 2017
reaching 6.3 million tons (t) in 2017
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However, domestic rice production today is
largely sub-scale and inefficient
• Nigerian paddy rice production capacity doubled
in the past decade, growing at 10% p/a
• However, rice demand far exceeds domestic
supply, with Nigeria being the 3rd largest importer
in the world, importing 2.2Mt of rice annually,
accounting for 36% of the domestic market
consumption
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1. Rice market estimated top-down based on August 2017 retail prices; 35% of market is cottage 3milled rice retailed at $838 per MT; 12% of market is commercially milled rice retailed at $986
per MT; 53% of market is imports retailed at $1096 per MT (derived from NGN 20,000 shelf price inclusive of tariffs)
Sources: OECD-FAO, Agricultural Outlook, 2016; GEMS4 market insights; World Bank; Expert interviews; Dalberg analysis

Due to current dependence on rice imports to meet Nigeria’s demands, the
government is taking significant measures to grow the domestic Rice sector
The government’s priority is to grow the domestic rice sector….
• The Nigerian government is targeting rice self sufficiency by 2020 with a grey import crackdown
underway to address illegal imports over land from neighbouring countries
• A number of policies and programs have been established to stimulate rice production and processing,
such as the non-exhaustive list below;
• The Nigeria Incentive-Based Risk-Sharing System for Agricultural Lending (NIRSAL) is a $US 500Mn
fund established to provide guarantees to commercial banks of up to 75% for agricultural lending
• The Agricultural Credit Support Scheme under the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) issues credit at 8%
through a rebate mechanism for qualifying farmers and agro-allied entrepreneurs
• Anchor Borrower Program (ABP) established by CBN has provided access to inputs and markets for
1 million rice Small Holder Farmers through partnerships with commercial banks and processors

While increasing participation from the private sector alongside the public sector
• Dangote Group has invested over US $1Bn in the construction of a processing mill in Hadin, Jigawa state. The
integrated mill will process paddy from the group’s out-growers programme in the state
• Olam Nigeria Ltd. is investing US $111Mn to introduce mechanised rice farming in Nassarawa state.
• Anambra has partnered with Coscharis Group to increase rice production from 80,000 MT to 400,000 MT
• Ebonyi state has provided US ~$2.7bn in loans to commercial rice farmers, and set aside 54,000 ha for rice
cultivation since 2016
• Edo state is partnering with Stallion Group with the target to produce 1.5M MT/annum of milled rice
• Lagos and Kebbi have partnered to invest in rice production and commenced distribution in 2016
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Substituting imported rice for domestically grown produce represents a
potential US $ 2Bn substitution opportunity
The import substitution opportunity is massive
• Locally milled rice has grown at of 9% p/a in the last decade and is expected to sustain this growth
with increased private sector investment and the government’s push toward increased local
production and rice self-sufficiency
• With the demand for rice fueling a 2.2MT of rice imports annually, there is an estimated US $2Bn
market opportunity to substitute imported rice with locally grown produce

Import substitution could lead to extensive socio-economic benefits
• Substituting imports will reduce GHG emissions alongside addressing Nigerian trade deficit, with forex
savings of up to US $2Bn anticipated
• The Nigerian farming population is comprised of 75% women, in spite women’s important role in the
agricultural sector they often lag behind men with regard to agricultural productivity due to gender
inequalities in access to a number of farming services and assets
• With the increased demand presented by import substitution there are potentially substantial job
creation opportunities across the rice value chain, from improved earnings for farmers to new
processing jobs and an overall increase in quality of life across all stakeholders in the value chain

1 More details on these programmes are provided in the accompanying reference document
Sources: OECD-FAO, Agricultural Outlook, 2016; GEMS4 market insights; Dalberg analysis
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The drive to avert food security crisis in Nigeria and remedy malnutrition also
presents a different market opportunity with significant social impact
Nigeria is currently experiencing high incidences of malnutrition
•
•
•
•

As a result of the ongoing conflict in northeast Nigeria, there are pressing humanitarian
needs to provide access to nutritious food to ~2Mn displaced people
Acute malnutrition levels in Nigeria have remained between 5-9.9% since 2014,
exacerbated by the ongoing conflict
The World Food Program has identified food access and addressing malnutrition as 2 of the
6 strategic objectives for Nigeria and distributed 6,803MT of food assistance in 2019
Food assistance includes the provision of foods fortified with essential micronutrients i.e.
vitamins and minerals to remedy malnutrition

Rice in particular is a top candidate for fortification
•
•

Rice alone represents one tenth of Nigerian’s calorie intake, with some Nigerians consuming
rice up to three times daily
Given overlap between areas where micronutrient deficiency is common and areas where
rice intake is high, rice presents a significant opportunity to tackle this pressing humanitarian
need and challenge

Sources: RiceWeb; World Food Programme; Stakeholder interviews; Dalberg analysis
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Processing and production centres are mostly located in the North West, which
records the highest production but is relatively far from high earners/biggest buyers
Key

Areas

River basin
development
authorities1

Adamawa, Benue, Borno, Cross
River, Edo, Imo, Kano, Kwara,
Niger, Ogun, Rivers, Sokoto

Mills

Benue, Ebonyi, Edo, Jigawa,
Kano, Kebbi, Lagos, Nasarawa,
Niger, Sokoto, Zamfara

Cities >3M
population

Lagos, Kano, Ibadan

With highest
earners (>$4K
annual income per
person)

Lagos, FCT Abuja

> 1M tons rice
production volume

Kano, Kebbi, Jigawa, Taraba,
Niger, Kaduna

500K -1M tons rice
production volume

Nasarawa, Sokoto, Zamfara

300K-500K tons rice
production volume

Bauchi, Benue, Ebonyi, Katsina,
Kogi

<300K tons rice
production volume

Kwara, Ekiti, Abuja, Ogun

Note - while rice can be grown across all of Nigeria, the major rice
producing zones today are highlighted above
1. 12 River Basin Development Authorities were established near major rivers to provide irrigation
7 to agricultural land through the exploitation of water resources;
Sources: Osawe O. et. Al, Productivity differentials in rice production systems: Evidence from rice farmers in five agroecological zones in Nigeria, 2017; Stakeholder interviews; Dalberg analysis

Description

The rice value chain in Nigeria
Inputs & Services
Raw materials and services
e.g. seeds, fertilisers,
technical assistance

Production
Planting, managing crop
growth, harvesting and short
term storage

Aggregation
Source raw inputs, agree
pricing and supply to
processors

Processing
Refine raw material and
product end product

Marketing &
Distribution
Distribute and sell end
product

Margin split
(per ton of milled rice):
~ 26%

Actors/ Components

Seeds
Over 170 varieties

80% of total
volume

Smallholder
Farmers
Farm 0.5–5 Ha

Fertilizers etc.
>30 manufacturers

Mechanisation

Low level of
mechanisation (0.3 hp)

~ 17%

~ 37%

~80% of
processing

Buying Agents

Small scale mills
<1 t/hour capacity

5% of
processing

<20% of
total volume

Large commercial
farmers

Cooperatives
~15% of
processing Industrial mills

>5 t/hour capacity

Extension services
1 extension worker per
1500 farmers

Wholesalers / Markets
Most domestic rice consumed is
purchased in informal open air
markets

Medium scale mills
1-5 t/hour capacity

Farm >200 Ha

Contract farming
schemes

~ 20%

Actor linkage
platforms

# of farmers

Sources: Science Direct; "Fertiliser Machinery in Nigeria"; Stakeholder interviews; Dalberg analysis
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Retailers
Provide both bulk products and
imported smaller quantity
products

~40% imported rice
packaged by large private actors or directly sold in
the market by wholesalers/retailers

The Nigerian sector has a few large scale operators across the value chain,
however the sector as a whole is sub-scale
Impact

Challenge

Description

Low product yields

Nigeria’s rice yields are considered low by international standards due to a
lack of access to high quality, affordable, seed varieties

û

û

û

Inefficient farming methods

Farmers often employ inefficient faming methods due to a combination of
lack of knowledge and limited incentivization. Addressing these practices will
increase product yield, accelerate growth in the sector and increase
profitability across the value chain

û

û

û

Limited paddy availability,
leading to underutilization of
capacity

Processors are often unable to secure rice paddy in the quality and quantity
required. This is partly due to poor practices which lead to low quality yields
but also due to challenges with aggregating products from farmers located in
remote areas

û

û

Suboptimal processing yield

Some processors use imported ill adapted equipment (not optimized for
milling local rice) that generates a low yield

û

û

Premium rice market is
dominated by imported
brands

Local rice is often not well packaged, looking less appealing than other brands
on shop shelves. Limited investment is made in marketing the product and so
brand visibility or recognition is low.

Note: this list is focused on challenges within the value chain, excluding more cross-cutting challenges

Sources: GEMS4 rice market insights; Segun Atho, Rice production, processing and marketing in 9Nigeria, 2018; Stakeholder interviews; Dalberg analysis

û

Five investment opportunities have been identified to address value chain
challenges and improve the production and processing environment
Opportunity

Description

1

High volume, quality rice paddy
production through out-grower
schemes

Design out-grower scheme that trains farmers in good agricultural practices, provides access
to quality inputs and farm machinery , with the goal of improving yields and securing access
to paddy of consistent quality for own processing or sale to other facilities

2

R&D, production and distribution of
improved seeds

Seed production and distribution to fill supply gap for quality, affordable and accessible
seeds. Opportunity for seed companies to improve production and distribution methods
alongside further research to improve Nigerian rice seed varietals

3

Large scale rice milling with state of
the art facility and integrated rice
production

Modernising milling facilities, with well adapted machinery and alternative, lower cost
energy sources, along with secured access to paddy from in-grower or out-grower schemes,
or possibly nucleus farming model

4

Technology enabled services –
payments and aggregation platform,
with crop insurance add-on

Develop or invest in existing technology that allows aggregators and offtakers interact with
smallholder famers, providing a market, stock management and payment platform, with
crop insurance or other relevant add-ons

5

Marketing of local premium brands to
substitute imports

Design a Nigerian rice brand or partner with existing player to promote Nigerian brands,
through strategic marketing and distribution targeting the widening middle class

Sources: NIPC; Stakeholder interviews; Dalberg analysis
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1

Out-grower scheme to consistently supply high quality paddy rice
Inputs &
Services

Production

Aggregation

Processing

Key players

Marketing &
Distribution

Current issue: Poor farming practices and low yields

• Yields are low due to farmers adoption of poor agricultural practices, including
limited usage of high quality inputs (seeds, fertiliser, herbicides etc.)
• Most farmers are unable to afford or easily access these inputs, and have limited
knowledge of good farming practices
• As a result of the low yields, processing facilities have limited access to quality
paddy, in the required volumes

Opportunity: Secure quality rice paddy through out-grower schemes

§ An Out-grower scheme provides certainty to farmers both in terms of off-take
demand, quality and pricing
§ SHFs can be engaged through Out-grower schemes to standardise farming
approaches and improve efficiencies. Extension officer support can help SHF
address inefficiencies through education programs on improved farming practices
§ Tailored financial products can help SHFs with significant CAPEX investments e.g.
tractor purchasing and the Out-grower scheme helps farmers share the cost burden
of these investments
§ The collective impact of the interventions above is an efficient agricultural process
from ground to processing, improving profit margins for both SHF and the Outgrower scheme, and providing increased access to quality paddy in the volumes
required for processing (either for own facility or for offtake by other processors)
§ Investment in the road network to support out-growers can be eligible for Road
Infrastructure Tax Credit and offset overall company income tax
§ Additional opportunities to lower operational costs by availing of Biomasss energy
solutions
Sources: NIPC; Stakeholder interviews; Dalberg analysis
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Research

Fertiliser etc.

Seed companies

Mechanisation
Extension providers

Key Activities
• Input (seed, fertiliser, pesticide) sourcing and
distribution
• Farmer groups organisation
• Design, funding and execution of extension
services programs (also support to private
extension programs)
• Mechanisation

2

R&D, production and distribution of improved seeds
Multinationals
Inputs &
Services

Production

Aggregation

Processing

Key players

Marketing &
Distribution

Current issue: Poor quality inputs
•
•
•

Poor quality foundation seeds are currently being utilised by seed companies in
the Nigerian market
Seed production takes 3 years and must be planned based on farmer’s projected
needs. However inconsistent demand means that supply cannot be accurately
forecast and results in peaks and troughs of high quality inputs
Access to high quality/high yielding seed variety is a challenge for SHFs in both
from logistical and financial terms

Research

Fertiliser etc.

Seed companies

Mechanisation

Opportunity: Invest in seed production

§ The Nigerian Seed act has been revised to provide greater access to higher
yielding rice varietals for the Nigerian market
§ There is an opportunity for seed companies to improve distribution methods to
reach a greater portion of SHFs than previously possible
§ Additional opportunity to extend rice research in a Nigerian context and produce
even higher yielding seed varietals in the future. Agricultural research in the
Nigerian market is currently under-funded and potentially represents untapped
market potential

Sources: NIPC; Stakeholder interviews; Dalberg analysis
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Key Activities
• Input (seed, fertiliser, pesticide) sourcing and
distribution
• Farmer groups organisation
• Mechanisation

3

Large scale rice milling with state of the art facility and integrated rice
production

Inputs & Services

Production

Aggregation

Processing

Key players

Marketing &
Distribution

Current issue: Undersupply of high-quality milled rice

Local players

• Processors are often unable to secure rice paddy in the quality and quantity
required due to farmers low yields and poor aggregation efforts
• Market demand for rice is expected to exceed 7MT p.a. by 2025 yet processing
capacity is currently under 2MT p.a, with most of local companies operating on a
small scale, with ill adapted equipment that generates low yield
• Electricity costs are high, contributing to the high cost of operation.
• Nigerian businesses have committed to investing in over 1 million MT of processing
capacity by 2020, to take advantage of the market opportunity. There remains
room for further investment to fulfil the increasing demand.

Opportunity: Invest in large-scale rice milling with integrated production
scheme
• Invest in state-of-the art rice milling facility, with:
• Guaranteed supply of quality rice paddy through In-grower, own
(nucleus) farm, or Out-grower scheme with aggregation system that
mitigates risk of side selling
• Well-adapted equipment, based on local rice paddy needs, to ensure
optimal yield
• Alternative energy sources to address high energy costs: Processing
facility may utilise alternative energy sources from rice husks (underresearched and potentially high revenue opportunity in Nigeria)
• There is an additional opportunity to invest in road infrastructure that supports
the facility and avail of the current Road Infrastructure Tax Credit program to offset
company income tax liabilities
Sources: NIPC; Stakeholder interviews; Dalberg analysis
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Foreign players

Ebony Agro

UMZA

MIVA

Labana

Key Activities
• Paddy procurement
• Rice milling

4

Technology enabled services for aggregators and offtakers
Inputs &
Services

Production

Aggregation

Processing

Key players

Marketing &
Distribution

Current issue: difficulty managing farmer relations
§
§
§

Remote location of farmers makes it difficult for aggregators or offtakers to
interact directly with farmers to purchase or make payments for crops
Inability to accurately forecast harvest/stock availability presents a planning
challenge for aggregators and offtakers
Farmers preference for cash payments given their financial exclusion or distrust
in financial services. Given high cost and risk of cash handling, payment can be a
significant overhead

Opportunity: Invest in technology platform for aggregator/offtaker and
farmer interaction
§ Develop or invest in technology platform that serves aggregators and offtakers,
providing:
§ Stock management platform to support aggregators/offtakers purchase
planning
§ Marketing platform for purchase of produce
§ Payment platform for payment to farmers

§ Add-on financial products such as crop insurance, micro loans directly to farmer
groups, or via aggregators/offtakers. These products scaled and digitised can
reduce the cost to serve farmers and increase the attractiveness of the proposition
for both farmers and the financial provider

Sources: NIPC; Stakeholder interviews; Dalberg analysis
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Key Activities
• Provision (or utilisation) of fintech (payments,
loans)
• Provision (or utilisation) of technology powered
market place

5

New market opportunities – premium retail brand and fortified foods
Inputs &
Services

Production

Aggregation

Processing

Key players

Marketing &
Distribution

Current issue: Limited penetration of branded rice
§

Retailers

Imported brands

Premium market currently dominated by imported brands: The demand for
premium rice products (typically stocked on shop shelves) can be met by Nigerian
produced rice

Opportunity: Invest in retail marketing and distribution for middle class
market

§ US $ 2Bn market opportunity to meet consumer needs, including premium brands
on shop shelves previously met by imports
§ Design a brand that will appeal to the expanding middle class population, with
the messaging and perception of a premium quality product
§ Develop targeted marketing strategy to enhance the brand’s visibility and secure
access to premium distribution channels in supermarkets of choice
§ Partner with existing player to promote brand through strategic marketing
communications and distribution channels (supermarkets and mass market
opportunities)

Opportunity: Invest in fortified rice targeting donor programme market

§ There is also an opportunity to fulfil emerging demand for fortified foods – rice
can provide the fortified micronutrients required by programs such as those run by
the World Food Programme in Nigeria. Organizations such as the WFP provide long
term agreed offtake in the domestic market.

Sources: NIPC; Stakeholder interviews; Dalberg analysis
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Key Activities
• Development of premium rice brand
• Sale of packaged milled price
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Wide range of businesses and actors across the entire rice supply chain

FTPs*

Private

Public

Initiatives

Value chain segment

Anchor Borrower Program: Provides in-kind loan of an average of US $575 per ha
in partnership with commercial banks and millers

Inputs &
Services

Production

Aggregation

Processing

Marketing

NIRSAL: Provides a loan guarantee scheme of up to 75% to commercial banks to
incentivize agricultural lending

Inputs &
Services

Production

Aggregation

Processing

Marketing

Mechanization fund: Farmers can have access to machinery at a subsidized costs
of up to 50%

Inputs &
Services

Production

Aggregation

Processing

Marketing

Outgrower schemes: Millers partner with technical and financial partners to offer
input financing to SHFs

Inputs &
Services

Production

Aggregation

Processing

Marketing

Uber for grains: A blockchain-based commodity trading platform offering access
to finance through e-WRS and access to market

Inputs &
Services

Production

Aggregation

Processing

Marketing

Inputs &
Services

Production

Aggregation

Processing

Marketing

Agricultural extension and support services: US $15Mn fund from USAID and
partners to promote GAP through lead SHFs:

Inputs &
Services

Production

Aggregation

Processing

Marketing

Standardized quality paddy: A JICA program investing in the adoption of a
recently developed standardized paddy grading system

Inputs &
Services

Production

Aggregation

Processing

Marketing

Inputs &
Services

Production

Aggregation

Processing

Marketing

Extension services: Extension services are provided as part of a larger package
(value chain actor linkage platforms; input retail shops)

Agribusiness investment scheme: US $150Mn from USAID to build capacity of
processors and financial institutions
*FTP – Financial and Technical Partners

Sources: Stakeholder interviews; Dalberg analysis
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Case study 1: Babban Gona outgrower scheme
Inputs &
Services

1

Production
1

2

3

• SHFs are organized in Trust Groups of
4 to 5 SHFs
• Trust Groups are led by a leader
selected after rigorous psychometric
testing and interview process (<10%
acceptance)
• Trust Groups are formed when
collectively SHFs have 0.1 to 2 ha

6

Payment

• BG works closely with banking
partners to ensure SHFs are able to
receive mobile payments of the
realized revenue
• BG pays the SHFs after deducting loan,
interest, commission and cost of
inputs then returns remaining profits
to SHFs
Sources: Stakeholder interviews; Dalberg analysis

2

Support services

• BG provides agricultural inputs and
extension services as part of the
overall input loan package
• BG selects Trust Group Entrepreneurs
to issue services following a franchise
model

5

Production

3

• Paddy rice is sold to offtakers
and millers
• BG usually charges a 5%
commission fee for marketing
the paddy and selling it at
premium price

19

Processing

Financing and logistics

• BG issues harvest advance loans at
5% rates when the paddy is weighed
at the warehouse
• SHFs are paid an additional fee when
their rice is sold at a premium
• BG acquires part of the paddy from
the SHFs by using their own transport
services

4

Processing

Aggregation

Aggregation

• BG seals paddy hermetically to
reduce loss to <1% per year and
stores it in their own warehouses
• Paddy rice can be stored for up to
two years

Marketing

Case study 2: Farmzone/Riby tech enabled market place
Inputs &
Services

1 Sign up process/
Farmer onboarding

• Farmer and buyers
(aggregator/
offtaker) sign up, and
provide essential KYC
documentation
• Collect farmer details
- size of farm, yield,
yield calendar

Sources: Stakeholder interviews; Dalberg analysis

2 Purchase order

3 Payment

• During harvest season,
aggregator/offtaker
contacts the farmer for
purchase
• Communication via
Farmzone web app or
mobile channels e.g.
SMS

• If stock is available,
payment is made using
Farmzone’s “Farm
Pay” service – custom
mix of digital financial
services and cash

20

Production

Aggregation

Processing

Marketing

4 Produce collection

• Buyer agrees
collection dates and
logistics

Case study 3: AFEX/Binkabi/Sterling Bank - tech enabled loans
Inputs &
Services

1 Warehouse deposit

• Farmer deposits produce to
accredited AFEX warehouse
• AFEX will weigh, clean, dry, grade
and store the commodity
• AFEX issues a Warehouse Receipt
(WR) to SHFs which contains all
necessary details such as quality and
quantity of the paddy

6 Loan repayment

• Buyer pays Sterling Bank and any
balance to farmer

2 “Loan application

• Upon receipt of the WR, the farmer
will apply for a loan through the
Binkabi platform
• Through the Binkabi platform,
Sterling Bank examines and decides
whether to approve or decline the
application

5 Commodity sale

• Commodity is sold through the AFEX
commodity trading platform

• Sterling bank cancels loan account
• Sterling Bank issues WR to buyer and
instructs AFEX to cancel WR and
release commodities to buyer

Sources: NIPC; Stakeholder interviews; Dalberg analysis
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Production

Aggregation

Processing

3 Loan disbursement

• If approved, the WR is encumbered to
Sterling Bank and the loan is
disbursed to farmer
• Disbursed loans will be between 50%
to 70% of the value of the collateral
within the warehouse

4 Loan tenor

• Farmer keeps an eye on commodity
prices and can sell at favorable
windows to repay the bank using
AFEX commodity trading platform
• The average loan duration under a
WR system is 6 months

Marketing

Investor Services
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Services to UK Investors
The UK government provides multiple strands of support for UK
companies looking to invest in these countries and the broader Africa
region.
This includes, but is not limited to:-

Contacting NIPC
Nigerian Investment Promotion Commission (NIPC)
Hours: 0900 - 1700
+234 (09) 290 0059

Advice & guidance on market entry, including introductions to country
government officials, advice on consultants, any joint venture
partners, information on legislative and political risk issues, including
managing corruption.
Financing (debt & equity) including long term patient capital from
UK’s Development Finance entity – CDC and other development
finance institutions
Overseas Investment Insurance
Training & linkage development with local input suppliers
A new UKAid programme, FDI Africa, that will offer transaction
facilitation services in due course including for Nigerian investments.

osicinfodesk@nipc.gov.ng

For further information on the full suite of UK support available to your
firm please contact:
Department for International Development GrowthGateway@dfid.gov.uk

Website:

•

•
•
•
•

The DIT Africa Trade Services Unit (TSU) - DIT.Africa@fco.gov.uk

+234 (09) 290 0061
Email:
infodesk@nipc.gov.ng;

www.nipc.gov.ng

Specific UK officials in Nigeria:
DIT: Lami Adekola lami.adekola@fco.gov.uk
DFID: Manufacturing/agriprocessing Grace Cramer GCramer@dfid.gov.uk
Agriculture: Bola Karimu b-karimu@dfid.gov.uk or Gail Warrander gWarrander@dfid.gov.uk
Energy and Infrastructure: Rob MacIver R-MacIver@dfid.gov.uk
General: Gail Warrander g-warrander@dfid.gov.uk
Innovation and Tech: Leanne Jones leanne-jones@dfid.gov.uk

https://www.theiguides.org/public-docs/guides/nigeria
https://www.facebook.com/nipcng
https://twitter.com/nipcng
ghttps://www.instagram.com/nipc_ng/
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